Aiming at bridge gap between maximum likelihood decoding (MLD) and belief propagation (BP) decoding for short or medium LDPC codes, we present one modified ordered statistics decoding (OSD) reprocessing method, which is serially concatenated with standard BP. Meanwhile, two novel points in implementation are addressed. For one thing, the new definition of bit reliability proposed enhances error-correcting performance via centralizing more decoding errors of standard BP within the scope of order-p OSD where p ≤ 2. For another, one way of reducing computational complexity is put forward in selecting optimal error pattern among all candidates. Simulation results demonstrate our approach could achieve good tradeoff between reprocessing performance and computational complexity. Techniques on further improvement are also discussed briefly.
For low-density parity-check (LDPC) codes, one class of belief propagation (BP) algorithms could decode effectively and efficiently. However in practice, BP decoding is suboptimal due to presence of unavoidable short loops in its bipartite graph representation. On the other hand, maximum likelihood decoding (MLD) is regarded as optimal, but its implementation is NP-hard for LDPC codes.
To bridge the gap between MLD and BP, in the paper [1] , author proposed one reliabilitybased order statistic decoding (OSD) method, combined with standard BP, to decode short or medium LDPC codes. It could achieve near-optimal decoding when reprocessing order p = 4 in most cases. However, with the increase of block length, the required computational complexity will boost rapidly considering repetitious Gaussian elimination of generator matrix and selection among the list of candidate codewords during iterative decoding. To combat or alleviate it, [1] presented several ways such as reprocessing periodically after several iterations of BP decoding or lowering maximum iteration number of BP etc. Despite the efforts, decoding delay is observable for the reason of required computation when p > 2 for medium LDPC codes. In [1] , it was conjectured that serial order-p OSD following BP, called F-BP-OSD since, will result in negligible improvement over BP alone. Nevertheless, in [2] recently, it is demonstrated that the serial concatenation could achieve noticeable performance gain over F-BP-OSD by utilizing bit reliability information fully, it is referred to as J-BP-OSD since. The key of J-BP-OSD is to redefine metric of bit reliability with log-likelihood ratio (LLR) accumulation, which is absolute value of sum of weighted LLR of all iterations for each decoding, while LLR of the last iteration is used by F-BP-OSD [1] . However, how to determine optimal weight factor α of J-BP-OSD remains subtle, since it is related with factors such as code itself, maximum number of iteration, as well as signal noise ratio (SNR) of channel. It was proposed [2] that weight factor could be settled via simulation. When maximum iteration number is appropriately set, simulation shows that J-BP-OSD could achieve near-optimal with α = 1, for the sake of simplicity, the performance comparison carried out in context assumes fixed α = 1 for J-BP-OSD method.
Another drawback of [2] is that during iterative decoding, the LLR of some bit occasionally becomes so huge that it almost dominates the accumulative sum, thus weakening the effect of accumulating.
In this paper, based on existing literature, we propose one framework of serial BP-OSD algorithm with implementation of syndrome decoding, noted as L-BP-OSD since. Firstly, we define bit reliability in another form and show that it excels existing reliability definitions with empirical result. Secondly, we reduce the size of candidate error pattern list after sorting and then select the optimal error pattern in the shortened list according to rule of minimum Euclidean distance. The advantage of it is to save substantial real operations incurred in computing Euclidean distance otherwise. Brief discussion on how to lower misinterpretation of received sequences and how to control computational complexity of order p >= 3 OSD is supplied in simulation section. Compared with existing counterparts, our method achieves good tradeoff between decoding performance and computational complexity.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II explains steps of L-BP-OSD.
Section III details simulation result and discussion. Then Section IV concludes the presented work.
II. IMPLEMENTATION OF L-BP-OSD
Standard BP decoding iteratively exchanges probability message between variable nodes and check nodes, and tentative hard decision is made after each iteration to verify if all check sums are satisfied. If so, exit immediately and declare decoding success. Otherwise continue iterative decoding till maximum number of iteration I m is reached. Interested readers are referred to [3] for detailed description. For combined BP and OSD mentioned in [1] , it has to switch BP to order-p OSD reprocessing periodically, but the drawback is that efficiency of BP is sacrificed to some extent for the presence of OSD. While in our framework, OSD is called in only after I m is reached with no valid codeword found, so it is a postprocessing technique in essence, and flexible for parallel implementation.
While in [1] [4] , the OSD reprocessing is involved with most reliable basis (MRB) from columns of generator matrix G. In [5] , reliability-based syndrome decoding for linear block codes showed that the least reliable basis (LRB) of parity check matrix H and MRB of G are dual of each other, and syndrome decoding related with H has equivalent error performance to its counterpart in [4] . Taking into account that LDPC codes, categorized into linear block codes, usually has sparse H but dense G, we prefer syndrome decoding of OSD reprocessing.
The motivation is that when Gaussian elimination is applied, sparseness of H makes it easier to reduce H into systematic form, compared with reduction of G, in terms of computational complexity.
Assume binary (N, K) LDPC code with length N and dimension K, then parity check matrix is of the form H M ×N , where M = N − K is number of check sums. BPSK modulation makes
where i = 1, 2, . . . , N. After it is transmitted through additive white Gaussian Noise (AWGN) memoryless channel, we get corrupted sequence y = [y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y N ] at receiver, where
Hence initial likelihood ratio (LR) of ith variable node v i , is known as
Then bit reliability r i of v i could be defined as
In the definition, each term
, represents contribution of kth iteration to r i , "⊕" denotes logic operation "xor" . It is implied that syndrome of qth iteration is chosen to find corresponding error pattern. Obvious it is convenient to implementation above expression.
In contrast, in [1] [2], LLR of some codeword bits after several iterations may become "infinity" and thus hard to handle as far as its implementation is concerned.
For order-p OSD, it could correct decoding error of BP with at most p erroneous bits in its information set. Hence constructing of LRB of H and information set, both dependent totally on bit reliability evaluation, will influence OSD performance. The merit of our definition over other definitions is justified by following simulation result of Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 2) Without losing too much generality, suppose H to be full rank. Permutation λ 1 sorts bits t i , i ∈ [1, N] of error patternt in increasing order of reliability, and changes H into H 1 by columns reordering. Permutation λ 2 on H 1 is to ensure the leftmost M columns of resultant H 2 to be independent, thus forming LRB, and the other bit positions constitute information set. Original error pattern is converted intot 2 = λ 2 (λ 1 (t)).
3) Apply elementary row operations on both H 2 and nonzero syndromes of say 0th iteration. Now H 2 is transformed into systematic form. That is 
Where w is weight oft, in context of BPSK modulation,
The real number operation required of (2) 
III. SIMULATION AND DISCUSSION
To manage computational complexity, we will limit simulations to at most order-p = 2 OSD on microcomputer Pentium 2.4G and memory 256M. of frame error rate (FER) for both codes are shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 . In the legend, S-I m stands for standard BP decoding, the left with denotations as described previously. Noticeably, the performance improvement is achieved without causing much computation, but as a result of new bit reliability definition and selection of appropriate syndrome for reprocessing.
On the other hand, as block length increases, decoding gain of every BP-OSD scheme will diminish, as claimed in [1] . For instance, at FER=10 −3 , order-1 L-0 could achieve 1.0 dB over S-30 for (96, 48), but the improvement will shrink to 0.6 dB for the block length of 504. 
Although our method could achieve good tradeoff between performance and computational complexity, there are some ways to further polish it. For one thing, for very short LDPC codes at moderate SNR region, it is possible to utilize multi-syndrome decoding to reduce misinterpreting which occurs when the inferred error pattern is not authentic. That is, we make decision based on joint reprocessing of say syndromes of Ith iteration and (I + ε)th iteration, where I, (I + ε) ∈ [0, I m ]. But one drawback of doing so is that extra computational complexity is required. Multi-syndrome decoding could also be employed to find undetectable decoding errors of short LDPC codes, in such scenario, it will invoke OSD reprocessing whatever the result of BP decoding might be, hence it is suspected whether the performance improvement could compensate for the computation incurred.
For another, suppose order-p = 3 OSD is required for LDPC codes with moderate length, the computational complexity of reprocessing is of the order O(N 4 ). To lower it, we could firstly select the first say 15% of phase q = 2 candidate error patterns after sorting by i=w i=0 ϕ s(i) , then combination of each element of the selected set with every phase q = 1 error pattern generates a valid phase q = 3 error pattern. Simulation shows 90% phase q = 3 decoding errors could be identified for (504, 252) at σ = 0.78, with the cost being only 15% of the workload required normally.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, one modified BP-OSD, called L-BP-OSD is proposed. New definition of bit reliability is given firstly, the advantages of it are embodied in two ways. For one thing, it categorizes more decoding errors into lower phases of order-p OSD, thus raising the chance of the optimal candidate being exact the authentic. For another, authentic error pattern yields great discrepancy of Euclidean distance when compared with other candidates, thus lowering the risk of misinterpreting. Both are favorable for decoding performance improvement. After ranking each bit of codeword in ascending order of bit reliability, and sorting sum of rank of positions belonging to support of each candidate error pattern, we could trim the size of candidate list to a small number without performance loss. Euclidean distance computing related with real number operations is brought in only when determining the optimal estimation among members of the short list, thus much real number operation is saved in our scheme. Simulation results demonstrate that L-BP-OSD consistently outperforms existing BP-OSD methods for short or medium LDPC codes at the interested SNR region.
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